
Interclub Regularity Challenge Details and Rules

No timing devices of any kind are allowed, this will be strictly enforced.  Any one using
these devices may be disqualified.  The event is meant to be a fun and social day and we
want every one to participate in that spirit.

Cars will be all allocated a special 3 digit number, first number will be position in your team
1-4, remaining 2 numbers will be your team number, eg 204 is 2nd car in team number 4.

When entering your team member names please list them from fastest person to slowest,
so we can try to keep cars of similar times together.

Only one member of each team will be on track at any time, so all number ones from each
team followed by all two’s, etc.

Each group will be given a 10 minute practice.  Soon after that practice, lap times will be
published.  You must now peruse your own time and decide what time you wish to
nominate as your goal time for the rest of the day.
Your task for the rest of the day, is to drive as close to that nominated time as possible, for
every tenth of a second you are away from that time you receive points. One point for every
tenth above and two points for every tenth below, to encourage driving slower.

There is a minimum lap time allowed for Regularity events at Lakeside and that is 66
seconds.  This time will be strictly adhered to and to encourage participants to stay under
that time there will be a penalty of 500 points for every lap under that threshold.  This w ill
be not negotiable.

The team and individual at the end of the day with the lowest score will be declared the
winner.

As we want this to be a fun event, why not dress your team in a theme, and name your
team appropriately.  There will be a prize for the vest themed team.  We also have our
raffle being drawn on the day with some fantastic prizes on offer. 

We look forward to enjoying the day with you and your club.

Call the event organiser, Denis Weisz on 0408 742 617 if you have any queries.


